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Abstract—In this paper we consider the problem of con-
trolling a robotic system using the projection of 3D lines
in the image plane of central catadioptric systems. Most of
the effort in visual servoing are devoted to points, only few
works have investigated the use of lines in visual servoing
with traditional cameras and none has explored the case of
omnidirectional cameras. First a generic central catadioptric
interaction matrix for the projection of 3D straight lines
is derived from the projection model of an entire class of
camera. Then an image-based control law is designed and
validated through simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vision-based servoing schemes are ﬂexible and effective
methods to control robot motions from cameras obser-
vations [13]. They are traditionally classiﬁed into three
groups, namely position-based, image-based and hybrid-
based control [11], [13], [15]. These three schemes make
assumptions on the link between the initial, current and
desired images since they require correspondences between
the visual features extracted from the initial image with
those obtained from the desired one. These features are
then tracked during the camera (and/or the object) motion.
If these steps fail the visually based robotic task can not be
achieved [8]. Typical cases of failure arise when matching
joint images features is impossible (for example when no
joint features belongs to initial and desired images) or when
some parts of the visual features get out of the ﬁeld of view
during the servoing. Some methods have been investigated
to resolve this deﬁciency based on path planning [16],
switching control [9], zoom adjustment [18], geometrical
and topological considerations [10], [20]. However, such
strategies are sometimes delicate to adapt to generic setup.
Conventional cameras suffer thus from restricted ﬁeld
of view. Many applications in vision-based robotics, such
as mobile robot localisation [6] and navigation [22], can
beneﬁt from panoramic ﬁeld of view provided by omnidi-
rectional cameras. In the literature, there have been several
methods proposed for increasing the ﬁeld of view of cam-
eras systems [5]. One effective way is to combine mirrors
with conventional imaging system. The obtained sensors
are referred as catadioptric imaging systems. The resulting
imaging systems have been termed central catadioptric
when a single projection center describes the world-image
mapping. From a theoretical and practical view point, a
single center of projection is a desirable property for an
imaging system [2]. Baker and Nayar in [2] derive the
entire class of catadioptric systems with a single viewpoint.
Clearly, visual servoing applications can also beneﬁt from
such sensors since they naturally overcome the visibility
constraint. Vision-based control of robotic arms, single
mobile robot or formation of mobile robots appear thus
in the literature with omnidirectional cameras (refer for
example to [4], [7], [17], [21]).
The interaction matrix plays a central role to design
vision-based control law. It links the variations of image
observations to the camera velocity. The analytical form of
the interaction matrix is available for some image features
(points, circles, lines, ) in the case of conventional
cameras [11]. Barreto et al. in [4] studied the central
catadioptric interaction matrix for a set of image points.
This paper is mainly concerned with the use of projected
lines extracted from central catadioptric images as input
of a visual servoing control loop. When dealing with real
environments (indoor or urban) or industrial workpiece,
lines features are natural choices. Nevertheless, most of the
effort in visual servoing are devoted to points [13], only few
works have investigated the use of lines in visual servoing
with traditional cameras (refer for example to [1], [11],
[14]) and none has explored the case of omnidirectional
cameras. This paper is concerned with this last issue. We
derive a generic analytical form of the central catadioptric
interaction matrix for the image of 3D straight lines which
can be exploited to design control laws for positioning task
of a six degrees of freedom manipulator or for trajectory
following task for a mobile robot.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, following the description of the central cata-
dioptric camera model, lines projection in the image plane
is studied. This is achieved using the unifying theory for
central panoramic systems introduced in [12]. In Section
III the classical image-based control law we have used,
is brieﬂy presented. We derive then a generic analytical
form of the interaction matrix for projected lines (conics)
and ﬁnally, we focus on the case of cameras combining a
parabolic mirror and an orthographic camera. In Section
IV, simulated results are presented.
II. CENTRAL CATADIOPTRIC PROJECTION OF LINES
In this section, we describe the projection model for
central catadioptric cameras and then we focus on 3D lines
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Fig. 1. Generic camera model
A. Camera model
As noted previously, a single center of projection is a
desirable property for an imaging system. A single center
implies that all lines passing through a 3D point and its
projection in the image plane pass through a single point
in 3D space. Conventional perspective cameras are single
view point sensors. As shown in [2], a central catadioptric
system can be built by combining an hyperbolic, elliptical
or planar mirror with a perspective camera and a parabolic
mirror with an orthographic camera. To simplify notations
conventional perspective cameras will be embedded in the
set of central catadioptric cameras. In [12], a unifying the-
ory for central panoramic systems is presented. According
to this generic model, all central panoramic cameras can be
modeled by a central projection onto a sphere followed by
a central projection onto the image plane (see Fig. 1). This
generic model can be parametrized by the couple (;')
(see Tab.I and refer to [4]). Let Fc and Fm be the frames
attached to the conventional camera and to the mirror
respectively. In the sequel, we suppose that Fc and Fm
are related by a translation along the Z-axis. The centers
C and M of Fc and Fm will be termed optical center
and principal projection center respectively. Let X be a
3D point with coordinates X = [X Y Z]T with respect to
Fm. According to the generic projection model [12], X is
projected in the image plane to a point x = [x y 1]T with:
x = KMf(X) (1)
where K denotes the triangular calibration matrix of the
conventional camera, and:
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In the sequel, we will assume without loss of generality
that the matrices K and M are equal to the identity ma-
trix, the mapping function describing central catadioptric
projection is then given by x = f(X)
B. Projection of Lines
In order to model lines projection in the image of a
central imaging system, we use the Pl¨ ucker coordinates
of lines (refer to Fig. 2). Let P be a 3D point and u =
(ux;uy;uz)T a (31) vector expressed in the mirror frame
and L the 3-D line they deﬁne. Deﬁne n =
    ! MPu
k    ! MPuk
=
(nx;ny;nz)T and remark that this vector is independent
of the point we choose on the line. Thus the Euclidean
Pl¨ ucker coordinates are deﬁned as L :
 
nT uT T
with
knk = 1 and nTu = 0. The n-vector is orthogonal to the
interpretation plane  deﬁned by the line and the principal
projection center:
X = [X;Y;Z]T 2  () nxX + nyY + nzZ = 0 (2)
Let S be the intersection between the interpretation plane
and the mirror surface. S represents the line projection in
the mirror surface. The projection S of L in the image is
then obtained using perspective or orthographic mapping.
It can be shown (using (1) and (2) or following [3]) that
3D points lying on L are mapped into points in the image
x which verify:
xT
x = 0 (3)
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where  = 1   2,  = 2   3,  = 2 in the general
case and  = 1 for the combination parabolic mirror-
orthographic camera. A line in space is thus mapped onto
the image plane to a conic curve. The relation (3) deﬁnes
a quadratic equation:
A0x2 + A1y2 + 2A2xy + 2A3x + 2A4y + A5 = 0 (4)
with:
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n
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Let us note that the equation (4) is deﬁned up to a
scale factor. We thus normalize (4) using A5 to obtain
unambiguousrepresentations, the quadratic equation is thus
rewritten as follow:
B0x2 + B1y2 + 2B2xy + 2B3x + 2B4y + 1 = 0 (6)
with Bi = Ai
A5. The case nz = 0 corresponds to a degen-
erate conﬁguration of our representation where the opticalM
C
F m
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Fig. 2. Projection of line onto conic in the image plane
axis lies on the interpretation plane. In the following, we
consider that nz 6= 0. Let us note that the normal vector n
can be computed from (5) since knk = 1.
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Since nTu = 0, note also that uz can be rewritten as :
uz =  
B3ux + B4uy

= Bu (8)
III. INTERACTION MATRIX OF CENTRAL CATADIOPTRIC
CAMERAS FOR CONICS
A. Control law
Consider the vector s = (s1
T;s2
T;sn
T)T, where si
is a m-dimensional vector containing the visual observa-
tions used as input of the image-based control scheme. If
the 3D features corresponding to visual observations are
motionless, the time derivative of si is: _ si = @si
@r
dr
dt = JiT
where T is a 6-dimensional vector denoting the velocity of
the central catadioptric camera and containing the instan-
taneous angular velocity ! and the instantaneous linear
velocity v of a given point expressed in the mirror frame.
The m  6 matrix Ji is the interaction matrix (or image
Jacobian). It links the variation of the visual observations to
the camera velocity. If we consider the time derivative of s,
the corresponding interaction matrix is J = (Ji;;Jn)T
and _ s = JT. To design an image-based control law, we
use the task function approach introduced by Samson et al
in [19]. Consider the task function e = b J+(s   s) to be
regulated to 0 (s is the desired value of the observation
vector s and b J+ is the pseudo-inverse of a chosen model of
J). A very simple control law can be designed by trying to
ensure a decoupled exponential decay of the task function:
T =  e =  b J+(s   s) (9)
In order to compute the control law (9) it is necessary to
provide an approximated interaction matrix b J. In the se-
quel, a generic analytical form of the interaction matrix for
central catadioptric system is derived from the projection
model of lines.
B. Generic Image Jacobian
Let us ﬁrst deﬁne the observation vector si for a pro-
jected line (conic) in the central catadioptric image as:
si =

B0 B1 B2 B3 B4
T
(10)
and the observation vector for n conics as s =
(sT
1 sT
n)T. As we will see in the sequel, the observation
vector can be reduced for particular central catadioptric
cameras such as the parabolic one. The interaction matrix
for the observation vector sn is:
Ji =
@si
@r
=
@si
@ni
@ni
@r
= JsniJni (11)
where ni = (nxi;nyi;nzi)T is the normal vector to the
interpretation plane for line Li expressed in the mirror
frame, Jsni represents the interaction between the visual
observation motion and the normal vector variation, and
Jni links the normal variations to the camera motions. It
can be shown that [1]:
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where h = k    ! MP  uk. According to the previous equa-
tion, the interaction between the normal vector and the
sensor motion is thus:
Jni =
  1
h(ui  ni)nT
i [ni]

(12)
where [n] denotes the antisymetric matrix associated to
the vector n. The Jacobian Jsni is obtained by computing
the partial derivative of (10) with respect to ni and using
(7):
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The interaction matrix can ﬁnally be computed by combin-
ing the equations (12) and (13) according to relation (11).
Note that the rank of the interaction matrix given by (11)
is 2. At least three lines are thus necessary to control the 6
dof of a robotic arm. As can be seen on equation (12), only
the 3D parameters ux and uy have to be introduced in the
interaction matrix. As usual when visual informations are
used in image-based control, these parameters only act on
the translation velocities. As previously explained, a chosen
estimation of the interaction matrix is used to design the
control law. The value of J at the desired position is a
typical choice. In this case, the 3D parameters have to be
estimated only for the desired position. In the next part,
we study the particular case of paracatadioptric camera
(parabolic mirror combined to orthographic camera).C. A case study: paracatadioptric cameras
In the case of paracatadioptric cameras, we have  = 1,
 = 0 and  = 1. The lines are projected onto the
image plane as circles. It can be noticed that A2 = 0
and A0 = A1 =  A5 and thus the observation vector
can be reduced as si = [B3 B4]T. Note also that a line is
projected as a circle of center xc = B3, yc = B4 and radius
(B2
3 +B2
4 +1)1=2. Minimizing the task function e can thus
be interpreted as minimizing the distance between current
and desired centers of circles by moving the camera.
According to equation (13), the Jacobian Jsni can be
reduced as follow:
Jsni =  
1
Bn

1 0 B3
0 1 B4

The rank of the image Jacobian is 2. The six degrees
of freedom of a robotic arm can thus be fully controlled
using three projected lines as long as the lines deﬁne three
different interpretations planes.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results of central
catadioptric visual servoing from lines. In the ﬁrst simu-
lations, we have considered two positioning tasks of a 6
dof robotic arm. The last simulation concerns a task of line
following with a mobile robot.
A. Positioning task
The value of J at the desired position has been used. We
have considered two positioning tasks. From an initial posi-
tion, the robot has to reach a desired position expressed as
a desired observation vector. The ﬁrst simulation concerns
a camera combining an hyperbolic mirror and a perspective
camera (Figs. 4, 5 and 6). The second simulation concerns
a camera combining a parabolic mirror and an orthographic
camera (Figs. 7, 8 and 9). The initial attitude of the
camera with respect to the world frame is given by ri =
[0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0]T (the ﬁrst three components are the
translations in meter and the last three are the rotations
in radian). The desired image corresponds to the camera
conﬁguration given by rd = [0:1; 0:1; 1:1; 
8; 
8; 
8]T
in the world frame. The three lines are deﬁned in the world
space by the following Pl¨ ucker coordinates:
8
> > > > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > > > :
L1 :

u1 = (0 1 0)T
n1 = (0 0   1)T

L2 :

u2 = (0 0:9806 0:1961)T
n2 = (0   0:1961 0:9806)T

L3 :

u3 = (0:9623 0:1925 0:1925)T
n3 = (0:1961 0   0:9806)T

Figure 3 shows the initial spatial conﬁgurations of lines and
camera. Image noise has been introduced (additive noise
with maximum amplitude of 1 pixel) in the observation
vectors. The Pl¨ ucker coordinates of the considered lines
with respect to the world frame have been corrupted with
errors of maximal amplitude of 5% (these errors corrupt
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Fig. 3. Lines conﬁgurations in 3D
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Fig. 4. Hyperbolic mirror-perspective camera: (a) Initial image, (b)
desired image, (c) trajectories in the image plane of line projection
the estimation of the interaction matrix at the desired
conﬁguration). The images corresponding to the initial and
desired cameras positions are given in Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
for the hyperbolic-perspective camera 7(a) and 7(b) for the
parabolic-orthographiccamera. Figures 4(c) and 7(c) shows
the trajectories of the conics in the image plane. Camera
velocities are given in Figures 5 and 8. As can been seen
in Figures 6 and 9 showing the errors between desired and
current observation vectors, the positioning task is correctly
realized as well for the hyperbolic-perspective camera as
for the parabolic-orthographic camera. Note ﬁnally, that
these results conﬁrm that visual servoing schemes can
beneﬁt from the use of central catadioptric vision systems
to cope with visibility constraints.
B. Line following
Catadioptric image-based visual servoing from lines can
be used to achieve trajectory following with a mobile robot.
In this simulation, the angular deviation of a mobile robot
with respect to a straight line is regulated to a desired value
using its projection in the paracatadioptric image (parabolic
mirror and orthographic projection). In this case, only one(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Hyperbolic mirror-perspective camera: (a) Translational velocities
[m/s] and (b) rotational velocities [rad/s]
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Fig. 6. Hyperbolic mirror-perspective camera (s s): (a) Errors for the
ﬁrst conic, (b) Errors for the second conic, (c) Errors for the third conic
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Fig. 7. Parabolic mirror-orthographic camera: (a) Initial image , (b)
desired image (c) trajectory of the catadioptric image lines
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Fig. 8. Parabolic mirror-orthographic camera: (a) Translational velocities
[m/s] and (b) rotational velocities [rad/s]
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Fig. 9. Parabolic mirror-orthographic camera (s s): (a) Errors for the
ﬁrst conic, (b) Errors for the second conic, (c) Errors for the third conic
degree of freedom has to be controlled and thus one feature
extracted from the image is necessary. The camera frame
is supposed confounded with the robot control frame. In
this conﬁguration, the camera frame and the mobile robot
are thus subjected to the same kinematic constraints. The
kinematic screw is only composed with a linear velocity
along the x-axis and an angular velocity about the optical
axis. To drive the mobile robot parallel with respect to a 3D
line (see Fig. 10(d)), the linear velocity can be taken as a
constant and only the lateral deviation (the rotation about
the z-axis) has to be controlled. As already explained, a
line is projected as a circle of center xc = B3, yc = B4
and radius r = (B2
3 + B2
4 + 1)1=2. It is clear that the
radius does not vary if the camera is rotated with respect
to the z-axis of the camera frame. If s = B3 + B4 is
chosen has visual observation, the interaction is given by
Ji = @s
@z =  B4 + B3 and the control law (9) can be
used.
The images corresponding to the initial and desired
cameras positions are given in Figures 10(a) and 10(b).
Figures 10(c) shows the trajectories of the circle in the
image plane. Angular velocity is given in Figure 11(b). As0 50 100 150 200 250 300
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Fig. 10. (a) Initial image, (b) desired image, (c) trajectories in the image
plane of line projection (d) robot trajectory
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Fig. 11. (a) Error in the image s   s, (b) rotational velocities [rad/s]
can been seen in Figure 11(a) showing the errors between
desired and current observation vectors the task is correctly
realized.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Visibility constraints are extremely important for visual
servoing applications. To overcome these constraints, the
wide ﬁeld of view of central catadioptric cameras can be
exploited. We have addressed the problem of controlling a
robotic system by incorporating observations from a central
catadioptric camera. A generic image Jacobian which can
be used to design image-based control laws, has been
derived from the model of line projection. Future work
will be devoted to integrate in the control law nonholo-
nomic constraints and to study path planning in central
catadioptric image space.
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